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Very often database design is seen as the physical design (in development)
along with the implementation and tuning (in production). Although a lot
of performance management can be done at a physical level, there are
some very important concepts and considerations that must be
understood and applied when doing database design
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A Database implementation should not be thrown
together without understanding the business
requirements for which the database is created.

More often that not, physical implementation is
rushed into without due consideration of the logical
model.

This is BAD Idea #1

If the data for the application is modelled
incorrectly and the resulting database is
designed badly - Complex, Inefficient, DifficultTo-Use applications will result.
Fidel A. Captain
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What is the difference between Logical- and Physical Database Design
Logical Design:

Physical Design:

•

Deals with gathering and modelling business requirements • Deals with the actual design of the database according
– The resulting model deals with the need of the business
to the requirements that has been established during
and not the database
logical design

•

Phase where designer becomes intimately acquainted
with, and obtains the required understanding of the data,
relationships and constraints

•
•

The output of this phase is a model that can be used as a
blueprint to build and maintain a physical database
Is concerned with how the database looks like to the user

• This design phase is technology dependent
• During this phase additional performance
considerations, such as, storage areas and performance
tuning parameters are considered and implemented
• Details regarding referential integrity, data types and
the implication of defining (or not defining) particular
indexes are considered

Therefore
The logical model is a blueprint for designing and creating a physical database. Many design decisions will have to be
made before implementing the physical database. It is possible that deviations from the logical model will be required
when creating the database, however, careful considerations, based on in-depth knowledge of the DBMS and the
physical environment in which the database will exist will have to be made
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What is a Relational Database
A Relational Database is really a kind of Data Type - Where the objects living in the data type are relations, supporting operations
(amongst others) such as:

•

Projection – Changing a table by erasing or suppressing one or more of its columns

•

Selection – Changing a table by erasing or suppressing one or more of its rows

•

Join

– Combining columns from one- or more tables by using values common to each

Lets consider the following example:

•

We have a table listing flight departure and arrival information

Departure City Arrival City
Munich
London
Johannesburg
Boston
Munich
London
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Dublin
Dublin
Munich
London
Johannesburg
Boston

The information can also be expressed as a set of ordered pairs, such that:
• Route Information = {(Munich, Dublin), (London, Dublin),
(Johannesburg, Munich), (Boston, London),
(Munich, Johannesburg), (London, Boston)}
• Note that in an Ordered Pair, the subset {Munich, Dublin} ≠ {Dublin, Munich}
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•

Let’s now extend the example to include two tables in our database
•

Route Information (RI) & Flight Information (FI)

Departure City Arrival City Flight Number

Flight Number Pilot Departure Time

Munich
London
Johannesburg
Boston
Munich
London

LH101
BA100
LH45
DE82
SA204
DE85

Dublin
Dublin
Munich
London
Johannesburg
Boston

LH101
BA100
LH45
DE82
SA204
DE85

Schmidt
Brown
Du Toit
Johnson
Samuels
Smith

09:40
11:20
21:45
19:00
10:00
20:00

• From the previous slide, we know that we have two sets of ordered data – in this case called ordered 3-tuples
RI = {(Munich, Dublin, LH101), (London, Dublin, BA100),
(Johannesburg, Munich, LH45), (Boston, London, DE82),
(Munich, Johannesburg, SA204), (London, Boston, DE85)}

FI = {(LH101, Schmidt, 09:40), (BA100, Brown, 11:20),
(LH45, Du Toit, 21:45), (DE82, Johnson, 19:00),
(SA204, Samuels, 10:00), (DE85, Smith, 20:00)}

Amongst other things…It should be obvious that we can now express more information about the flight from Munich to
Dublin, for example
• If we use an unique value in RI, we can obtain more information about the flight, using the same unique value, in FI
• In Laymen’s terms, that is exactly what a relation is, and is the concept at the heart of how relational databases work
• Therefore RI R FI, if and only if, Flight NumberRI = Flight NumberFI , that is, 𝑅 ⊆ 𝑅𝐼 × 𝐹𝐼 = {(𝑥, 𝑦)|𝑥 ∈ 𝑅𝐼, 𝑦 ∈ 𝐹𝐼}
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Let’s look at another example – WorkshopEnrollment Table – Don’t Judge Me!
DelegateID
BreakoutRoom
Presenter
WorkshopTitle

2018001
1
Peter Judge & Paul Koufalis Progress 4GL Performance Workshop Take 3: You Don't Know *beep* about Indexes (AM)
2018001
2
Peter Judge
Exploring OpenEdge REST Service Approaches
2018002
3
Tom Bascom
Dump And Load

Problem #1: To add another workshop, at least one more delegate must be added to the table. This is because a row cannot
be added without a value in the DelegateId field, which is the key column – there is (as always) a workaround, however, this is
bad database design.
• This is called an Insertion Anomaly – It occurs in a database when it is impossible to place a new piece of information
into the database because another piece of data would have to be inserted first
Problem #2: Should delegate 2018002 decide to no longer attend the Dump And Load Session, the session will disappear from
the WorkshopEnrollment table. Which means that the workshop cannot be found should another delegate decide to register
• This is called a Deletion Anomaly – It occurs when the deletion of a no-longer-needed piece of data causes a still-needed
piece of data to be lost from the database
These modification anomalies arise from the fact, that we have placed information about Workshops, in a table that records Enrollment
These examples are just some of the anomalies that can occur, but is sufficient to prove the point. When designing our database, care must
be taken to understand the data that is being modelled, and the importance of how we store the data
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How do we avoid Modification Anomalies?

Database Normalization
• “Choosing a set of tables, and columns for those tables, that is such that no
modification anomalies can ever occur”
– Malcom Hamer
• “Normalization is the process of organizing the relations (tables) in a database
so that they reduce data redundancy and prevent inconsistent data
dependencies”
– Fidel A. Captain
• “Normalization is an iterative process during which you streamline your
database to reduce redundancy and increase stability. During the
normalization process, you determine in which table a particular piece of data
belongs based on the data itself, its meaning to your business, and its
relationship to other data. Normalizing your database results in a data-driven
design that is more stable over time”
– OpenEdge ® Getting Started: Database Essentials
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Normalization
FlightNumber

FlightCrew

LH101

Schmidt, Brown, Johnson

LH45

Du Toit, Samuels, Smith, Venter, Simpson, Thomas

DepartureTime FlightTime

Airline

9:40

3 Lufthanza

19:45

10 Lufthanza

Aircraft

FlightDate

PassangersBooked FlightCapacity

FlightEfficiency

Airbus A340 01/10/2018

300

350

85.71

Boeing 777

378

380

99.47

01/10/2018

First Normal Form (1NF)
•

Any table that is in First Normal form exhibit domain integrity, which simply means, that
all the possible values of an attribute are legitimate ones

•

Domain Integrity is achieved by:
•

Ensuring that every table has a primary key, to ensure uniqueness

•

Every column within a table must have a unique name, and represent a single value

•

©

Advantages:
•

It allows the creation of any number of records without having to add new columns

•

It allows for efficient sorting and querying of the data

•

It uses disk space more efficiently since no empty columns are stored
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1NF:
1. Define FlightNumber (FlightInformation) as a primary unique key
2. Create a new related table (FlightCrew) to enable the removal of the comma separated FlightCrew (Column) data

FlightNumber DepartureTime FlightTime Airline
Aircraft
FlightDate PassangersBooked FlightCapacity
LH101
9:40
3Lufthanza Airbus A340 01/10/2018
300
350
LH45
19:45
10Lufthanza Boeing 777 01/10/2018
378
380

FlightCrewID CrewMember Capacity
1Smidt
Captain
2Brown
First-Officer
3Johnson
Flight-Engineer
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FlightEfficiency
85.71
99.47

FlightNumber This all looks very simple and innocent right?
• The Unique Key on FlightNumber might get us in trouble very
LH101
quickly
LH101
• To fully answer this question, intimate knowledge of the
LH101
business requirements must be obtained
10

Normalization
Second Normal Form (2NF)
• A table is in 2NF when all non-key attributes (columns) are functionally dependant on the whole key, that is, it contains
only attributes (columns) that provide information about the key of the table
• Advantages
• It allows updates to only a single row
• It allows deletion of data not pertaining to the primary key without deleting the primary data
• Improves data integrity, and uses disk space more efficiently, as data is stored only once

One Could be tempted into something like
FlightCrew
FlightCrewID CrewMember
Capacity
1Smidt
Captain
2Brown
First-Officer
3Johnson
Flight-Engineer
4Du Toit
Captain
5Samuels
First-Officer
85.71
99.47
6Smith
Flight-Engineer

FlightInformation
FlightNumber DepartureDate DepartureTime AircraftReg
LH101
01/10/2018
09:45D-BAGH
LH45
01/10/2018
19:45D-CAFZ

FlightNumber
LH101
LH45

FlightEfficiency
PassangersBooked
RouteEfficiency
300
378

RouteInformation
FlightNumber DepartureCity
ArrivalCity
LH101
Munich
Dublin
LH45
Johannesburg
Munich
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FlightDuration

AircraftReg
3 D-BAGH
10 D-CAFZ

FlightNumber
LH101
LH101
LH101
LH45
LH45
LH45

AircraftInformation
AircraftType AircraftCapacity Airline
Airbus A340
350Lufthanza
Boeing 777
380Lufthanza
11

The more academic representation would be
FlightInformation
FlightCrew
FlightNumber DepartureDate DepartureTime AircraftReg RouteID EfficiencyID FlightCrewID CrewMember Capacity
LH101
01/10/2018
09:45D-BAGH
1
1
1Smidt
Captain
LH45
01/10/2018
19:45D-CAFZ
2
2
2Brown
First-Officer
3Johnson
Flight-Engineer
FlightEfficiency
4Du Toit
Captain
EfficiencyID
PassangersBooked RouteEfficiency
5Samuels
First-Officer
1
300
85.71
2
378
99.47
6Smith
Flight-Engineer
RouteInformation
DepartureCity
ArrivalCity
1Munich
Dublin
2Johannesburg
Munich

RouteID

FlightDuration

FlightNumber
LH101
LH101
LH101
LH45
LH45
LH45

AircraftInformation
AircraftReg AircraftType
AircraftCapacity Airline
3 D-BAGH
Airbus A340
350Lufthanza
10 D-CAFZ
Boeing 777
380Lufthanza

So which of the two designs is better?
• That all depends on the business requirements and the dependency between the data, based on the business rules
• Keep in mind that “Normalization is an iterative process during which you streamline your database to reduce
redundancy and increase stability. During this process you determine in which table a particular piece of data belongs,
based on the data itself, its meaning to your business and its relationship to other data.” – right there, from the
OpenEdge Manual
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Normalization
Third Normal Form (3NF)
• Any column that can be derived from an existing column must be removed
• Every reference made in one table to the primary key of another table must be valid, that is all foreign key values must be valid
existing primary key values in another table
• If the value of a primary key changes in its defined table, all references to that primary key value must change consistently
throughout the database
• Advantages
• It uses disk space more efficiently because no unnecessary data is saved
• It contains only the necessary columns
• Disadvantages - It might impact performance as derived data must be calculated when required

Other Normal forms exists, but it is generally accepted that 1NF, 2NF and 3NF are usually sufficient to reduce data redundancy and
prevent inconsistent data dependencies
Denormalization – Is the process of reintroducing redundancy to meet processing requirements
• Very often, especially for tables that is heavily used in reporting processes, it is more efficient to store all the required data
• It could be argued that non-normalized design leads to simpler queries, this is generally true for all designs. However the slight
simplification of queries and the reduction in the number of tables does not [always] justify abandoning normalization rules
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Indexes – Performance and Storage considerations
An index is a data structure (external to the table) that if well selected can result in faster data retrieval for that table
Poorly selected indexes can significantly reduce performance and take up as much, or even more, space than the data in the
tables themselves
•
•

Approximate Disk space can be estimated by using the formula
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑠 × 7 + 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑛𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 + 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑛 𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 × 2
Indexes Add overhead to many data operations
• Indexes speed up searches, but slow down creates, [updates], deletes and backups
• Generally stated, if a table will be updated more than it will be searched – limit the number of indexes

Use indexes to avoid or limit row scanning- and sorting operations
Since we are really concerned with logical design the following must be said:
• From a design perspective, index all primary and foreign keys as well as columns used in joins (generally these will be
foreign keys)
• Ensure that you understand the data, intended usage and the business process related to the data when designing indexes
• Keep in mind that Indexes and the correct usage thereof, is vital to system performance and will have to be monitored and
refined over time
• There are some great tools, documentation, workshops and break-out sessions about indexes and performance where
more information can be gathered about refining indexes and coding to best support them.
• Therefore suffice it to say that careful consideration must be made when designing and implementing indexes
• Make peace with the fact that you’ll probably have to revisit indexing in the physical design phase
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Database Design Steps – as suggested by Fidel A. Captain
Now that we know:
• What we’re trying to do
• What a relational database is, and
• Some high-level theory about database design
it’s time to move on from trivial academic examples to logically designing a database
Before moving on, the following must be said:
• Database design is not a trivial exercise and requires careful consideration and lots of practice
• There is a reason why all books and examples covering database design and normalization glance over the content and
illustrate concepts with “Hello-World-like” examples – Database design is a difficult skill to master and requires indepth knowledge about the business processes that we are trying to support
To assist with the design process, Fidel A. Captain suggests the following six steps for Logical Database Design
1. Discover Entities and Assign Attributes
2. Derive Unary and Binary Relationships
3. Develop a Simplified Entity-Relationship (E-R) Diagram
4. List Assertions for All Relationships
5. Create a Detailed Entity-Relationship Diagram
6. Transform the Detailed Entity-Relationship Diagram into an Implementable Database Design
©
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Using Captain’s Six Design Steps
Case Study:
The PUG Committee asked us to design a simple system for managing PUG events. They want to keep track of delegates and
delegate registrations, workshops and workshop registrations, break-out sessions, speakers and assignment of speakers to
break-out sessions and workshops, the companies individual delegates work for, as well as company accounts so as to ensure
that all delegate registration fees are paid before the event.

Step 1: Discover Entities and Assign Attributes
It is important to note that mistakes made during this stage will be propagated through all other stages, and will be
reflected in the actual database

Discover the Entities – an entity is “a tangible object of interest that exists in the user’s domain. It is something of interest
to the user, that the user keeps track of somewhere or somehow”

• First – Identify all the collective nouns and nouns in the statement of the problem that represent objects of interest from
the problem domain. These should not be descriptions or characteristics of the objects
• Second – List the discovered objects of interest. Use plural nouns for objects of interest, this will make it easier in later
stages when relationships are derived
©
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The PUG Committee asked us to design a simple system for managing PUG events. They want to keep track of delegates and
delegate registrations, workshops and workshop registrations, break-out sessions, speakers and assignment of speakers to
break-out sessions and workshops, the companies individual delegates work for, as well as company accounts so as to ensure
that all delegate registration fees are paid before the event.
Entities:
• Delegates
• Workshops
• Break-out Sessions (Sessions)
• Speakers
• Companies
• Company Accounts (Accounts)
• Delegate Registration Fees (Fees)
• Events
A case can be made for making Fees part of Events, however, the committee has a cunning marketing strategy that allows for
different types of discounts to the conference fee, that will be useful to track over different events. Therefore it is better to
create it as a separate entity
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Assign attributes to each entity discovered – an Attribute is “one of the various properties that describe the entity’s
characteristics. It describes one and only one characteristic of an
entity”

• Finding all the attributes can be a daunting task, which requires close collaboration with the client, to ensure that all
attributes are obtained
• First - For each entity, list the possible properties that are recorded in the problem domain
• Second – Ensure that every attribute is where it belongs
Delegates
DelegateID
FirstName
LastName
Email
Mobile
CompanyID
Gender
Country

Workshops
WorkshopID
WorkshopTitle
WorkshopDescription
WorkshopRequirements

Sessions
SessionID
SessionTitle
SessionDescription
SessionRequirements

Speakers
SpeakerID
SpeakerProfile
DelegateID

Companies
CompanyID
CompanyName
RegistrationNumber
Address

Accounts
AccountID
AccountBalance
AccountNumber
AccountType

Fees
FeeID
FeeType
FeeAmount
FeeDescription

Events
EventID
EventYear
EventStartDate
EventDays
EventVenue
EventAttendance
EventCost
EventIncome
EventProfit

In my humble opinion, Captain states his steps very broadly and requires a slight refinement
• During the Attribute discovery phase, it is very possible that new entities will be introduced, therefore I suggest that after
listing the attributes, a review and amend iteration must be added. Even though this is eluded to by “Ensure that every
attribute is where it belongs”, explicitly stating it as part of the process will minimize problems down the line
• In the current example two additional Entities (Address and EventVenue) has been introduced, and therefore requires
that we introduce them into the design, retracing our steps following Captain’s suggested process
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Delegates
DelegateID
FirstName
LastName
Email
Mobile
CompanyID
Gender
Country

Accounts
AccountID
CompanyID
AccountBalance
AccountNumber
AccountType
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Workshops
WorkshopID
WorkshopTitle
WorkshopDescription
WorkshopRequirements

Fees
FeeID
FeeType
FeeAmount
FeeDescription

Sessions
SessionID
SessionTitle
SessionDescription
SessionRequirements

Speakers
SpeakerID
SpeakerProfile
DelegateID

Companies
CompanyID
CompanyName
RegistrationNumber
AddressID

Events
EventID
EventYear
EventStartDate
EventDays
EventVenueID
EventAttendance
EventCost
EventIncome
EventProfit

EventVenue
EventVenueID
ContactPerson
VenueCost
CompanyID
AddressID

Addresses
AddressID
Address1
Address2
Address3
Region
Country
Code
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Third – Select Identifiers and keys from the attributes of each entity
Forth – Ensure that every attribute in the entity depends on the primary key…the whole primary key…and nothing but
the primary key…so help you God

Summary
Discover Entities and assign Attributes
1. Identify all nouns and collective nouns to
determine Entities
2. List the discovered Entities
3. For each Entity, list all possible Attributes
4. Review and repeat steps 1 – 3 if required
5. Select Identifiers and Keys for each Entity
6. Review – Consult with your customer to ensure
that all Entities and Attributes are properly
captured and documented
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Step 2: Derive unary and binary relationships
An Entity-Entity Matrix can be used to discover all of the relationships that exist between any two entities
A Unary Relationship occurs when there are two entities involved in a relationship and they are the same entity
• For example if a workshop had a prerequisite workshop
A Binary Relationship occurs when there are two entities involved in a relationship and the entities are different
Build the Matrix
• The Entity-Entity Matrix is built using entities discovered in Step 1
• It’s a table consisting of an equal number of rows and columns, with each entity discovered heading a row and a column
• The intersection of the rows and columns represents the relationships that exist between the entities
• First – Iterate through each cell in the matrix, asking the question:
“is [Entity in row heading] related to [Entity in column heading] ?”

• If a relationship exists, place a verb in the cell for each relationship – Each verb that is placed in the cell represents a
relationship
• Second – Ignore the top half of the matrix, drawn down the diagonal, from top left of the matrix to bottom right of the
matrix, since it is a mirror image of the bottom half
• The importance of eliminating redundant relationships cannot be over-emphasised
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Delegates Workshops Sessions Companies Accounts EventVenue
Fees
Delegates
Attends
Attends Employed
Workshops Attends
Sessions
Attends
Companies Employed
Holds
Pays
Accounts
Holds
EventVenue
Fees
Pays
Events
Attends Presented Presented
Host
Charged
Speakers
Are
Presented Presented Employs
Exempted
Addresses
Located
Located

Events Speakers Addresses
Attends
Listens
Hosted Presented
Presented Presents
Employs Located
Host
Located
Charged Exempted
Attends
Attends

Summary
Discover Unary and Binary Relationships
1. Build an Entity-Entity Matrix by listing all Entities as rows and columns of the matrix
2. Work through the Matrix and if a Relationship exists indicate it in the matrix by describing it with a verb
3. Ignore the top-half of the matrix
4. Ensure that all redundant relationships are removed
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Step 3: Develop a Simplified Entity-Relationship
Diagram
In this context, a simplified E-R Diagram refers to a
diagram that does not contain any information about
Optionality and Cardinalities

First – Create the entities, clearly indicating primary
key and other important attributes
Second - Create the relationships and join them to
the entities according to the previously
created Entity-Entity matrix
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Step 4: List Assertions for all Relationships
• Assertions are necessary to iron out the details about the relationships between the entities in the database
• Optionality, Cardinality, Entity Class, and Entity Occurrence help to record the assertions that are made about the entities
and their relationships to each other – They tell us what Can and Must happen in a relationship, as well as the number of
occurrences an entity may have in a relationship
First - List assertions using the simplified E-R Diagram
• Each relationship in the E-R Diagram will yield two assertions because the relationship is looked at from two directions
• Look at each relationship from Entity A to Entity B and write out the relationship in words, using the entities involved,
the optionalities and cardinalities
• The assertion always starts and ends with an entity occurrence (or an entity class), and the relationship is the verb in
the middle of the two

Entity Occurrence Optionality relationship Cardinality Entity Occurrence or Entity Class

Second – Look at each relationship in reverse, and write out the relationship in words, similar to the First Step
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It is important to verify with your client, that each assertion is true and correct within the context of the database that is being
modelled
First
A Delegate Can Attend Many Workshops
A Delegate Can Be A Speaker
A Delegate Must Be Employed By Only One Company
A Delegate Can Attend Many Sessions
A Delegate Can Attend Many Events
A Company Can Pay Many Fees
A Company Must Hold Only One Account
A Company Can Be Located At Many Addresses
A Fee Can Be Charged For One Event
A Fee Is Exempted For A Speaker
A Session Can Be Presented At Many Events
A Session Can Be Presented By Many Speakers
A Workshop Can Be Presented At Many Events
A Workshop Can Be Presented By Many Speakers
An Event Must Be Hosted At One Venue (EventVenue)
An Venue (EventVenue) Must Be Located At One Address
©
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Second
Each Workshop(s) Can Be Attended By Many Delegates
Each Speaker Must Be A Delegate
Each Company Can Employ Many Delegates
Each Session(s) Can Be Attended By Many Delegates
Each Event(s) Can Be Attended By Many Delegates
Each Fee Can Be Paid By Many Companies
Each Account Must Be Held By Only One Company
Each Address Can Be The Location Of Many Companies
Each Event Can Charge One Fee
Each Speaker Is Exempted From Fees
Each Event Can Host Many Sessions
Each Speaker Can Present Many Sessions
Each Event Can Host Many Workshops
Each Speaker Can Present Many Workshops
Each Venue Can Host Many Events
Each Address Can Be The Location Of One Venue
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Step 5: Create Detailed Entity-Relationship Diagram using Assertions
• This step is the easiest of the six step process, all that has to be done is to place the assertions on the simplified E-R
Diagram
• The assertions are placed on the diagram between the entity and the relationship, using the convention
Optionality:Cardinality
First
A Delegate Can Attend Many Workshops
A Delegate Can Be A Speaker
A Delegate Must Be Employed By Only One Company
A Delegate Can Attend Many Sessions
A Delegate Can Attend Many Events
A Company Can Pay Many Fees
A Company Must Hold Only One Account
A Company Can Be Located At Many Addresses
A Fee Can Be Charge For One Event
A Fee Is Exempted For A Speaker
A Session Can Be Presented At Many Events
A Session Can Be Presented By Many Speakers
A Workshop Can Be Presented At Many Events
A Workshop Can Be Presented By Many Speakers
An Event Must Be Hosted At One Venue (EventVenue)
An Venue (EventVenue) Must Be Located At One Address
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Optionality:Cardinality
0:N
1:N
0:1
1:1
1:1
1:N
0:N
1:N
0:N
1:N
0:N
1:N
0:1
1:1
1:N
1:N
0:1
1:1
1:1
1:N
1:N
1:N
1:N
1:N
1:N
1:N
1:N
1:N
1:1
1:N
1:1
1:1

Each
Each
Each
Each
Each
Each
Each
Each
Each
Each
Each
Each
Each
Each
Each
Each

Second
Workshops Can Be Attended By Many Delegates
Speaker Must Be A Delegate
Company Can Employ Many Delegates
Session Can Be Attended By Many Delegates
Event Can Be Attended By Many Delegates
Fee Can Be Paid By Many Companies
Account Must Be Held By Only One Company
Address Can Be The Location Of Many Companies
Event Can Charge One Fee
Speaker Is Exempted From Fees
Event Can Host Many Sessions
Speaker Can Present Many Sessions
Event Can Host Many Workshops
Speaker Can Present Many Workshops
Venue Can Host Many Events
Address Can Be The Location Of One Venue
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Summary
Create a Detailed E-R Diagram
1. Use Assertions and Simplified E-R
Diagram to create Detailed E-R
Diagram
a) List the Assertions and include
Optionality:Cardinality
b) Insert the generated Assertions
as Optionality:Cardinality one
at a time into the correct
position, to create the Detailed
E-R Diagram
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Step 6: Transform the Detailed E-R Diagram into an Implementable Relational-Model Diagram
The Good News, this is the final step in the process. The Bad News, this is also the most complicated step. It involves
transforming the Detailed E-R Diagram into a Crow’s foot Relational Model Diagram
The E-R Diagram is a Conceptual Model that represents the user’s view of the data and the logical structure of the database.
The Relational-Model Diagram is an Implementation Model and represents the developer’s view of the data, and the physical
structure of the database
First – Identify all Many-To-Many relationships – They are identified by a cardinality of N on both sides of the relationship

Second – Remove both the relationship and the connectors to that relationship and replace the relationship with a new
relation. The name of the new relation should be a combination of the names of the two relations that are on
either side of the removed relationship
Third – Create new 1 to 0 or more, or 1 to 1 or more relationships that connect the two existing relations to the new relation
• Ensure that the primary key for each of the two existing relations becomes a foreign key in the new relation, and create
a new and separate primary key for the new relation
Fourth – Explore whether attributes exist for the newly created relation
©
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Database Design Tools
1. SmartFramework ERD / Zamolxis ERD

©

•

Eclipse Plug-In

•

Licensed as part of the Consultingwerk
SmartComponentLibrary – Chat to Mike
Fechner or anyone from the
Consultingwerk team

•

Separate License can be obtained – Chat to
Marian Edu

•

Can Create ERD from Project Database

•

Can Infer Table relations and many more
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Database Design Tools
2. Draw.io
• Available as desktop application as well
as web-application

• Can Store Diagrams to Google Drive,
OneDrive or to your local device
• Free to Download and Use
• Can be used for various diagram types
• Available from https://www.draw.io/
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Database Performance Monitoring Tools
3. Protop
• Free Performance Monitoring Tool
(I Hope it’s Still Free)
• Chat to Tom Bascom, Paul Koufalis or
any member of the Whitestar Software
Team for more information
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In Summary
Logical Database Design Deals with the gathering and modelling of business requirements
• In-depth knowledge should be obtained about the data and business processes before the database is being designed
The final output of the logical database design phase is the input for Physical database design
• Any mistakes made during this phase will be carried into the physical implementation. Therefore it is essential to verify
designs with your customer
• Be prepared to change your design based on data constraints and changing requirements
Modification Anomalies are best avoided by properly normalizing the database
• Generally 1NF, 2NF and 3NF is sufficient to eliminate Modification Anomalies
•

Designing and Normalizing databases is hard and requires practice

•

Trade-off’s might have to be made between "Purist" Normalization strategies and performance

Indexes are essential – Be cognisant of the fact that indexes Speed up Searches, but slow down Creates, Updates, Deletes and
Backups
Fidel A. Captain suggest 6 steps for Logical Relational Database Design, which upon completion generally provides
• A Database design in 3NF
Practice makes perfect
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Illuminating what’s next™
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